TestComplete Cookbook

In DetailTestComplete is an automated
testing tool, designed for advanced and
novice testers alike, to create, manage and
run tests for any desktop, Web or rich
client software. It does not depend on any
development tool, or application type.
Your tests will work fine with any
application regardless of whether it was
created in C#, C++, Delphi, Java, or any
other development language. TestComplete
is the most efficient tool of its kind, in
regards to the price and quality of the
product.This guide takes a refined
approach towards quickly learning the
capabilities of TestComplete, using
relevant
illustrations
and
practical
examples. Each example is consonant with
true-to-life situations, which testers would
come across sooner or later, while
automating tests. With the help of these
examples, we will look into complex
themes and learn how to test web
applications in the most effective
manner.Throughout the first chapters, we
will be dealing with some fairly simple
tasks that are of interest to people new to
TestComplete, gradually moving towards
advanced-level automation approaches,
which are riveting both for novices and
experienced TestComplete users.We will
explore various methods of tests creation
for study (e.g. recording, modification and
manual coding with use of different
approaches), learn test creation using
different methods(each of them being
suitable for a specific use-case), learn how
to distinguish between different methods
for accessing controls elements, selecting a
most appropriate approach for each of the
cases in view. We will also undertake
distributive testing for the sake of
shortening the overall time for test
launches.This practical guide will help you
to answer frequently asked questions
relating to automation testing and set the
tone for the correct direction of your
advancements, which are instrumental to
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organizing
automation
in
your
project.ApproachA practical cookbook,
with a perfect package of simple, medium,
and advanced recipes targeted at basic
programmers as well as expert software
testers, who will learn to create, manage,
and run automated tests. It is packed with
problem-solving recipes that are supported
by simple examples.Who this book is forIf
you are a software tester or a programmer
who is involved with testing automation
using TestComplete, this book is ideal for
you! You will be introduced to the very
basics of using the tool, as well as polish
any previously gained knowledge in using
the tool. If you are already aware of
programming basics, but are new to
TestComplete, you will also be able to
quickly learn the concepts through selected
examples that are easily scalable for your
specific needs.

Organizing test plan runs Tests are useful to group in such a manner that there is a possibility to launch them not only
one-by-one or all at once, but also . If you are a software tester or a programmer who is involved with testing
automation using TestComplete, this book is ideal for you! You will beNovice tester or expert, the 110+ recipes in this
book are structured to be useful across all levels. Use them to increase your knowledge of TestComplete andGenerating
random data for tests If you need to generate a great deal of various data, TestComplete will come in mighty handy with
a special tool called DataTestComplete is an automated testing tool, designed for advanced and novice testers alike, to
create, manage and run tests for any desktop, Web or rich clientBuy the eBook TestComplete Cookbook by Alpaev
Gennadiy online from Australias leading online eBook store. Download eBooks from Booktopia today.Chapter 9.
Data-driven Testing In this chapter we will cover the following recipes: Generating random data for tests Accessing a
specific cell in a table Reading Pris: 482 kr. Haftad, 2014. Skickas inom 5-8 vardagar. Kop TestComplete Cookbook av
Gennadiy Alpaev pa .A practical cookbook, with a perfect package of simple, medium, and advanced recipes targeted at
basic programmers as well as expert software testers, whoTestComplete Cookbook - Selection from TestComplete
Cookbook [Book]Read TestComplete Cookbook by Gennadiy Alpaev with Rakuten Kobo. A practical cookbook, with a
perfect package of simple, medium, and advanced recipesIn Detail TestComplete is an automated testing tool, designed
for advanced and novice testers alike, to create, manage and run tests for any desktop, Web
orAmazon??????Testcomplete Cookbook??????????Amazon?????????????Gennadiy Alpaev???????????????????Over
110 practical recipes teaching you to master TestComplete one of the most popular tools for testing automation
Overview Learn to produce easilyHi everyone :) I am glad to tell you that PACKT Publishing has recently published a
new book on TestComplete, the TestComplete Cookbook. TestComplete Cookbook. Novice tester or expert, the 110+
recipes in this book are structured to be useful across all levels. Use them toTestcomplete Cookbook has 2 ratings and 1
review. Tomas said: This book covers tutorials for all areas for which TestComplete can be used. I can recommen
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